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Sure, his name is Mark. But the last name is Ridley, not
Harmon.
Mark Ridley, Deputy Director of the Naval Criminal
Investigations Service (NCIS), spoke to the Executive Leaders
Program on March 1 at the Naval Postgraduate School Center
for Homeland Defense and Security. While there may have
been a time when NCIS was a vague alphabet soup agency
that flew under the pop culture radar, that is no longer the case.
The agency now enjoys increased notoriety thanks to a
primetime television show bearing the same name but, more
importantly, NCIS has become a vital piece of the homeland
security enterprise.
Ridley discussed the NCIS mission, command structure and
reviewed some of the threats facing the country.
“The Department of Defense plays a huge role in the overall
picture of homeland security,” Ridley said during an interview
following his presentation.
During his presentation, Ridley outlined the Department of
Defense’s organizational and command structure while also discussing that department’s complementary activities
supporting the mission of the Department of Homeland Security.
As a prominent example, the Defense Department’s U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) is charged with
defending the homeland and civil defense through support to civil authorities when responding to catastrophic
events. With shared borders with Canada and Mexico, defending the homeland is complex and therefore, DOD
complements DHS’ Customs and Border Protection and Immigration and Customs Enforcement security related
operations in areas that affect our nation’s security.
Clearly, cooperation and collaboration are essential to these complementary functions.
“You realize the world is a complicated place, and criminal and security related activities have become more
complex. As a result, no one agency can resolve the challenging security related issues alone,” Ridley said.
“Collaboration and information sharing among agencies is absolutely critical to the safety and security of America
and our global partners.”
Ridley further outlined the threat environment NCIS faces, which mirrors the full range of homeland security-related
issues.
“We talked about what those threats look like – whether it’s terrorism, organized crime, foreign intelligence
operatives – and how they are interrelated. They don’t have boundaries. Crime really doesn’t have borders.”
In today’s homeland security environment, NCIS cooperates with state and local law enforcement and security
entities in addition to working with corresponding federal agencies. NCIS operates a data base known as the Law
Enforcement Information Exchange, or LInX, that serves as a conduit for sharing information including active local
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police reports for specific regions, normally focused on Department of the Navy fleet concentration areas.
LiNX is one of several key tools provided by federal, state, and local agencies who contribute to the FBI-led Joint
Terrorism Task Forces (JTTFs). These partnerships have dramatically improved security in the United States, Ridley
noted.
“I believe the whole information sharing game is an important one,” Ridley said. “We do this a lot better now
because we all contribute and receive the benefits.”
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